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Declaration of

FACTORY PRODUCTION CONTROL
AoC level 3
Kiwa Belgium NV has determined that

Pauwels NV
fulfils all provisions concerning the attestation of conformity and
the performances described in Annexes ZA of the standard
EN 14351-1+ A1

Product: Windows and external
pedestrian doorsets without resistance to
fire and/or smoke leakage characteristics.

Kiwa Belgium NV

Janneck Peersman
Director Kiwa Belgium NV

This certificate consists of 2 pages.
Publication of the certificate is allowed.
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Voluntary Declaration of Factory Production Control
for the attestation of conformity system 3
Applicable to the following products:

Aluminium windows and doors produced with the AluK profile system
produced by the manufacturer

Pauwels NV
is submitted by the manufacturer to the initial type-testing of the product and a factory production control
and that Kiwa Belgium NV has performed the initial inspection of the factory and of the factory production
control and performs the continuous surveillance of the factory production control.
This declaration attests that all provisions concerning the attestation of factory production control described
in Annexes ZA of the standards

EN 14351-1+A1
were applied, on a voluntary basis, as if a higher AoC system were in effect instead of the actual AoC system
3. This declaration was first issued on 15 january 2011 and remains valid as long as the conditions laid down
in the harmonized technical specification in reference, or the manufacturing conditions in the factory, or the
FPC itself are not modified significantly.
On the basis of this document the manufacturer is allowed to us the Kiwa FPC Label on his correspondation
as shown on this page.

